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by the distortions in the investible companies’

1 GOOGLE FILING – THE INTRODUCTION

long-term values caused by short-term and

“Google is not a conventional company. We do not
intend to become one. Throughout Google’s
evolution as a privately held company, we have
managed Google differently.” says the Google
2004 Founder’s IPO Letter [Ref. 1]. It continues in
the introduction chapter “the standard structure
of public ownership may jeopardize the
independence and focused objectivity that have
been most important in Google’s past success
and that we consider most fundamental for its
future.”

short-sighted strategies aimed at satisfying
quarterly earnings guidance. Every fundamental
investor acknowledges the need for companies to
build up their processes and systems through
time, and these investors believe in the
importance of R&D to further develop the
products and maintain a solid competitive
advantage.
4 THE OPPOSING VIEWS

2 THE CURSE OF LISTING COMPANIES

On the 27th of May 2018, the Financial Times
published an article [Ref. 3] mourning the
governance of companies threatened by the dual
class structures adopted by technology groups.
The article was built upon a set of “expert”
opinions out crying the loss of power of investors
over the companies they fund, and at the same
time, evoking the idea of loss of governance in
companies run by insiders. Nevertheless,
advocates of the one-vote-one-share system
cannot deny, on the one hand, the continuous
scandals affecting the listed companies – the list
can get so long! On the other hand, they cannot
ignore the importance of the insiders’ views.

The founders of this company, scientists from
Stanford,
relied
on
two
uncommon
methodologies at the IPO respectively to avoid
price manipulation and maintain control over the
company. On one side, the company adopted a
Dutch auction for selling outstanding shares – a
method that we will not focus on in this blog. On
the other side, the company offered the shares
with two classes: class A in which one share
means one vote, and class B in which one share
means ten votes. Back to the Google 2004
Founder’s IPO Letter, in the Long Term Focus
section [Ref.1], Larry Page writes: “As a private
company, we have concentrated on the long
term, and this has served us well… In our opinion,
outside pressures too often tempt companies to
sacrifice long term opportunities to meet
quarterly market expectations.”

5 THE ASYMMETRY OF INF ORMATION –
AND OF VIEWS
The asymmetry of information has always been
described as a potential source of trouble leading
to adverse selection and moral hazard. In the

3 THE WAKE-UP CALL

former case, insiders selectively disclose

Fourteen years later, on the 7th of May 2018, the

information about the company, while in the

financial world woke up on an unconventional

latter case insiders take on more risk exposure

call by the market veterans: “Warren Buffett and

knowing that other investors will be the ones

Jamie Dimon join forces to convince CEOs to end

incurring the losses. For example, Elon Musk, CEO

quarterly profit forecasts”, as headlined on CNBC

of Tesla, disclosed an execution strategy for the

[Ref. 2]. In fact, long term investors are disturbed
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new Tesla models that he was not able to

historical performance, the portfolio of stocks

accomplish. One can interpret that, as the

with multiple share classes outperforms in terms

founder and largest individual shareholder of the

of returns, however, its volatility is slightly

company, Musk was driven by an entrepreneurial

higher. Table (1) shows that the returns of the two

flair. However, one can argue as well that this is a

respective indices are 11.0% and 8.9%, and the

form of moral hazard, in which the management

corresponding Sharpe ratios are 0.56 and 0.49.

is exposing the other investors to default risks

Remarkably, from the constituents of the

and somehow deceiving the committed clients

starting universe, only 48 companies had

due to delayed deliveries [ Ref. 4].

multiple share classes in 2004. This number

At the same time, it is hard to deny that insiders,

increased by more than 300% in the last few
years, reaching 155 companies at the end of 2017.

and specifically founders, are generally the key

And NO, contrary to the common belief, these

players in driving the growth of the business.

companies are not exclusively in the technology

They are the captain of the ship, knowing all its

sector. Figure (2) shows that the Consumer

details and taking it to safe shores. They have a

Services and the Finance sectors have important

long-term plan for the company, coupled with

allocations in such an index. The allocation to the

eagerness to strategically grow and risk what is

Technology sector has been increasing with the

needed to make the vision a reality. In an ideal

increasing size of the constituent companies. A

world, this vision should be aligned and clear for

closer look at the composition shows the

every member of the company, but the reality is

following: first, the top 5 companies had

different. The vision of the founders is intrinsic to

individually outperformed the market by a factor

their own thoughts, to their own emotions and

of 2. Second, the leading company is Mastercard,

dreams. The information and the views are

asymmetric.

inc., and interestingly Alphabet, inc. ranks only in

6 IMPACT ON SHARE PRIC ES

outperform the broader benchmark index.

the fifth position. Third, 61 companies out of 155

It is interesting to look at numbers in order to

7 FINAL NOTE

understand the impact of voting rights on the

As seen above, the numbers suggest that

historical performance of share prices. To

securities with multiple share classes tend to

compare apple to apple, we constructed a

behave better over time than single share class

portfolio composed of companies weighted by

securities. Additionally, the market has seen

market capitalization with multiple share

securities with single share class compensating

classes offering different voting rights in the US.

the investors on the short-term, but risking the

The resulting index is benchmarked against the

company on the long-term. A relevant example is

Solactive US Broad Market Index. The timeseries

Seadrill, a drilling contractor that recently filed

of the two indices are displayed in Figure (1). As a

for bankruptcy as the company badly managed

first observation, over a window of 14 years
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the cash reserves prior to the oil’s price crash. On
the other hand, Alphabet, inc., a company with
multiple share classes, halted a project with the
Pentagon after pressure was put on the
management internally by the employees and
other internal stakeholders.
The markets are not black and white, the debate
will continue, and so will the opportunities for
outperformance.
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DISCLAIMER
Solactive AG does not offer any explicit or implicit guarantee or assurance either with regard to the results of using an Index
and/or the concepts presented in this paper or in any other respect. There is no obligation for Solactive AG - irrespective of
possible obligations to issuers - to advise third parties, including investors and/or financial intermediaries, of any errors in an
Index. This publication by Solactive AG is no recommendation for capital investment and does not contain any assurance or
opinion of Solactive AG regarding a possible investment in a financial instrument based on any Index or the Index concept
contained herein. The information in this document does not constitute tax, legal or investment advice and is not intended as a
recommendation for buying or selling securities. The information and opinions contained in this document have been obtained
from public sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such information
is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Solactive AG and all other companies mentioned in this
document will not be responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statement contained herein or for any
omission.
All numbers are calculated by Solactive as of Q2 2018.
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